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Information Systems 
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Civil & Construction Engineering Geomatics Faculty at OSU 
Mike Olsen 
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•Recruit top students 
•Expand course work and research to reflect industry advances 
•Keep surveying as an integral part of our Civil Engineering program 
•Provide the latest equipment, software, and workflows 
•Prepare students to become licensed surveyors 
•Produce work-ready graduates 
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Courses and Graduate Research! 








LIDAR, SFM, & 3D, Virtual Reality 
3D information modeling 
Property Surveying 
Courses and Graduate Research! 
Outline 
• What is LIDAR? 
• How does it work? 
• How is it used? 
• What is in store in the future? 
Lidar (Laser Scanning) 










What is Lidar? 
LiDAR = Light Detection and Ranging 
Original Slide by: Evon Silvia - Oregon State University 
D= 0.5cDt 
• c = speed of light 
• Dt = travel time 
D 
Dt 
LiDAR Rap v1.0 by M$lice 
LiDAR relies on Line of Sight 
Using pulses of light, 
But not too bright, 
It calculates the Time of Flight 
And can be done in da nite 
Works from the ground or during da flight, 
Gives you da heightz, 
Requires lots of bytes, 
Objects in the way give you a blight, 
Don’t have fright 
We’ll learn you how to avoid plight, 
So it gits da job done right! 
With data dat can fit your control nice n tight! 




Static Scanning Products 
        Photo                         Scan                   Vector        Solid Objects 




Figure by Keith Williams, Oregon State University 
Multiple Returns 











Sugarbaker, L.J., Constance, E.W., Heidemann, H.K., Jason, A.L., Lukas, Vicki, Saghy, D.L., and 
Stoker, J.M., 2014, The 3D Elevation Program initiative—A call for action: U.S. Geological Survey 
Circular 1399, 35 p., http://dx.doi.org/10.3133/cir1399 
http://nationalmap.gov/3DEP/ 
3DEP highlights 
• >$690 million annually in new benefits to private sector 
• Estimated 5:1 return on investment 
• Save lives 
• Help economy 
• Improve environment 
• Collaboration within government 
• Prepared for natural disasters (floods, landslides, 
earthquakes, etc.) 
• Multiple agencies\disciplines benefit 
20 
21 
Source: USGS, 3DEP 
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Results of 3DEP inventory 
• Lidar data have been collected over 28 percent of the 
conterminous United States and Hawaii. 
• Enhanced elevation data (primarily ifsar data) have been 
collected over approximately 15 percent of Alaska. 
• Elevation data was collected at an average annual rate of 4 
to 5 percent from 2009-2011. 
• The level of overlapping coverage is less than 10 percent. 
• The quality of the data varies from project to project. 
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Oregon LIDAR Consortium 
\\lidar.engr.oregonstate.edu\lds 
 



















RTK GPS Receiver 
Laptop 
Controller 
















• Direct view of pavement & cliff tops
• Poor (oblique) view of vertical faces and 
cannot capture overhangs
• Faster coverage
• Larger footprint (>0.5m)
• Laser travels much farther
• Not limited to area visible from roadway
• Lower point density (1-80 points/m2)
• Good view of pavement
• Direct view of vertical faces
• Cannot capture cliff tops
• Slower coverage
• Smaller footprint (1-3 cm, typical)
• Closer to ground\objects
• Limited to objects close and visible 
from the roadway (<100m, typical)
• Higher point density (100’s to 1,000’s 









•Determine sections of interest
•Coordinate with divisions\ agencies
•Weather\ Environment Conditions












•Set and acquire control and 
validation points





















































Integration of Geomatics Technologies 
Mathematically defined, Geometric Primitives 
points 
lines and line segments 
planes 
circles and ellipses 
triangles and other polygons 
spline curves 
spheres 












School of Civil and Construction Engineering 
Example Applications 
• Transportation 
• Coastal Erosion 
• Landslide Assessment 
• Earthquake and Tsunami damage assessment 
• Wireless signal mapping 
• Cultural Heritage 







Martha Hales Design 
Alisa Bolander Consulting 
NCHRP 15-44 (Report 
#748)  Guidelines for the 
use of mobile lidar in 
transportation applications 
Graduate Students: Keith Williams, Matt O’Banion 














What do you need? What does it cost? 
Data Collection Categories 
 May 11, 2015 
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Sign Extraction and Inventory 
Bridge Clearances 
Conflict Analysis - Endeavour 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i-aOpGvqMPc 
Pavement Cracking and deterioration 
Rutting 
A Platform for Proactive  
Risk-based Slope Asset Management 
 
LIDAR acquisition  
and processing 
Michael Olsen  
Oregon State Univ. 
 
Slope Assessment 
Joe Wartman  
Lisa Dunham 




Univ. of Alaska, Fairbanks 
Develop a model that identifies and relates high resolution lidar 
morphological indices to slope hazard categories which can then be 
related to risk 
Proactive Risk-based Asset Management 
        LiDAR scanning                           Slope Characterization                   Determining Risk     
Use emerging technologies to create an automated risk classification 
system 
Risk along Highway 
Understanding coastal change 
through terrestrial laser 
scanning 
64 
Co-authors: Elizabeth Johnstone, Scott A. Ashford, 
Neal Driscoll, Falko Kuester 
200 m 
50 m 
Georeferenced Baseline Surveys 
Encinitas, CA, Dec. 2006 
Torrey Pines, CA, April 2007 
Feb 2006 Aug 2007 




*Change referenced to the November 2006 survey 66 
Johnson Creek Landslide, OR 
In-Situ Change Detection with lidar 
LISCAN (In-Situ Change) 




Contour Connection Method 
71 
Contour Connection Method 
Post EQ/tsunami analyses 
• Liquefaction\Lateral spreading 
• Landslide\slope stability 
• Coastal erosion 
• Settlement 
• Scour (Depth distribution and volume) 
• Bridge Collapse 
• Structural Deformations/displacements 
• Shear cracking 
• Spalled concrete 
• Concrete wall blow-out 
• Building rotation 
• Quay, retaining, sea wall failures 







Capturing the Impacts: 
3D Scanning after the  
2011 Tohoku Earthquake & Tsunami 
Michael J. Olsen 
Ian N. Robertson 
Gary Chock 
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Cross Section Measurements Photograph 
Flow 8 m/s 
67% blockage 
Concrete Warehouse, Onagawa 
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NSF- RAPID/Collaborative Research: Investigation of the 
Effects of Rockfall Impacts on Structures During the 
Christchurch Earthquake Series 
78 
Lessons learned from TLS in disaster environments 
• TLS preserves the data virtually, so you can explore anytime and 
from any location without safety concerns -> Virtual Time Capsule 
 
• TLS provides data to validate and calibrate numerical models 
 
• For structural analysis, TLS provides more information than can be 
used in current models 
 
• TLS records vital information regarding surrounding terrain and 
objects -> puts data in context 
 
• TLS maps the location, distribution, and patterns of deformations 










Balboa Park, San Diego, CA 
March 26, 2009 







Photograph by David Yoder, National Geographic 




Composite Material Modeling 
Value of lidar data  
•Fast, accurate, safe way to survey 
•Allows us to rapidly record time-constrained data 
•Can see processes at scales that they occur 
•Provides for more accurate quantification of damage 
•Useful for input to develop and verify scientific models 
•Captures information that can be continually queried without 






•Full 3D planning, design and construction 
•New, advanced 3D analysis techniques 
•Structural monitoring and control 
•Simultaneous Location and Mapping (SLAM) 
•LIDAR data across the country 













Neal Driscoll’s SIO Lab 
Falko Kuester’s GRAVITY lab 




Questions for discussion? 
Is that the Mars Rover? 
How much did that wagon cost? 
Are you communicating with the mothership? 
Is that a submarine? 
That looks suspiciously like a robot….is it? 
I don’t need a computa, I can use my hand as a laser, right? 
You know what you guys should get?  An ATV!!!! 
Well, now I’ll go to bed less stupid, right? 
Can you beam me up, Scotty? 
When will the aliens arrive? 
Are you sending a satellite around the moon? 
Do you have  a concession stand in there?  I’ll take a taco!! 
Wanna see my geiods? 
I was wondering if you were going to travel  
around the world in that thing, are you? 
Do you keep your dollies in 
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